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hastily that ' here, too, Plato Pythagorizes', and to say dogmatically on the faith of this that
' Pythagoras, seeing that there are five solid figures, which are also called the mathematical figures, says that the earth arose from the cube, fire from the pyramid, air from the octahedron, water from the icosahedron, and the sphere of the universe from the dodecahedron.'1
It may, I think, be conceded that Pythagoras or the early Pythagoreans would hardly be able to 'construct1 the five regular solids in the sense of a complete theoretical construction such as we find in Eucl. XIII; and it is possible that Theaetetus was the first to give these constructions, whether ey/oa^e in Suidas's notice means that ' he was the first to construct' or c to write upon the five solids so called'. But there is no reason why the Pythagoreans should not have 'put together* the five figures in the manner in which Plato puts them together in the Timaeus, namely, by bringing a certain number of angles of equilateral triangles, squares, or pentagons severally together at one point so as to make a solid angle, and then completing all the solid angles in that way. That the early Pythagoreans should have discovered the five regular solids in this elementary way agrees well with what we know of their having put angles of certain regular figures round a point and shown that only three kinds of such angles would fill up the space in one plane round the poipt.2 How elementary the construction still was in Plato's hands may be inferred from the fact that he argues that only three of the elements are transformable into one another because only three of the solids are made from equilateral triangles; these triangles, when present in sufficient numbers in given regular solids, can be separated again and redistributed so as to form regular solids of a different number of faces, as if the solids were really hollow shells bounded by the triangular faces as planes or laminae (Aristotle criticizes this in De caelo, iii. 1)! We may indeed treat Plato's elementary method as an indication that this was actually the method employed by the earliest Pythagoreans.
1 Aet. ii. 6. 5 (Vors. i3, p. 306. 3-7). * Proclus on Eucl. I, pp. 304 11-305. 3.

